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RED PITAYA

Swiss army knife 
FOR ENGINEERS



Replace your
LAB INSTRUMENTS

RED PITAYA

One open-source platform that will replace bulky and expensive instruments? 
Meet Red Pitaya, and step on this revolutionary road!

And many more!

VS.
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Great minds in different segments 
TRUST RED PITAYA PRODUCTS

Companies in the automotive, aerospace, telecommunications and medical fields use Red Pitaya as a 
reliable OEM component for a variety of RF applications.

1. Industry

“We did some tests with the SIGNALlab 250-12. I have to say the device is surprisingly 
good: very low noise and high stability.”

Erik Winkelmann - Supervisor Monitoring Systems at HIGHVOLT 

Red Pitaya helps professors teach more efficiently and effectively, and students learn with greater ease. 
Learning FPGA programming and the basics of electronics is now more intuitive and affordable than ever.

2. Academia

“Red Pitayas in the classroom will offer university students an introduction to not only 
a wide variety of scientific and analytical instruments, but the electronics design, DSP 
(digital signal processing), FPGA and basic programming logic which is at the heart of 
many fields today”. 

Christoph Crosepet - professor at Brown University

Red Pitaya is an essential component of many scientific research projects in the fields of physics, 
communication, materials and bioscience. Use Red Pitaya to speed up your experimental setup 
and get faster results.

3. Research

“Fantastic little board that puts capabilities which were previously the reserve of 
well-funded labs into the hands of hobbyists, makers, classrooms and professional 
engineers with modest budgets.” 

Andrew Back - Open-source and technical communities consulting

Red Pitaya provides a great price/performance solution to build your own SDR transceiver 
or other DIY projects.

4. Radio amateurs & makers

“Red Pitaya is exactly what I have been looking for: having one of the latest FPGAs 
combined with fast and broad AD - and DA - converters attached to that chip.” 

Ulrich Hebel - Radio Communications System Engineer
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All the applications are web-based, FREE of charge and available 
when purchasing a board.

Applications for your
RED PITAYA

Oscilloscope & 
Signal generator

LCR
meter

Logic
analyzer

Spectrum 
analyzer

Bode 
analyzer

Vector network 
analyzer
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An intuitive 
USER INTERFACE
Red Pitaya uses a web interface and all the software is running on the board, there’s 
no need to install any proprietary software to get started. All you have to do is open 
your web browser, connect to the board and select which application you 
want to run.

WORKS
WITH
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RE
M

OT
E Remote control

Your Red Pitaya board can be controlled remotely over LAN or wireless.

Control your Red Pitaya with MATLAB – 
the easiest and most productive software 
environment for engineers and scientists. 
The perfect combination to speed up your 

research, prototyping and testing.

Control your Red Pitaya with LabVIEW – 
software designed for the fast development 
of any engineering application that requires 

testing, measurement, or control.

Control your Red Pitaya with Python – the 
most popular script language used by 

researchers working on the fast 
development of any engineering application 
that requires testing, measurement, control 

& signal processing.

MATLAB LabVIEW

Python
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CO
DIN

G
Programming

For those who would like to program their own applications, we have provided 
C and Python APIs that enable super easy access to all Red Pitaya features, 
while more advanced users can also create and run their own FPGA logic.

Jupyter Notebook enables you to execute 
Python code and control Red Pitaya hard-

ware features, visualize data and add 
explanatory text or write interactive 

documents directly in a web browser 
Jupyter Notebook Python editor.

Examples of Red Pitaya FPGA code 
include complete control logic over signal 

acquisition, generation and more, along 
with all image build instructions and 

register map documentation. 
The code is free and available on Github.

A list of built-in C code functions (APIs) 
provides full control over the Red Pitaya 
board (signal generation and acquisition, 

digital I/O control, communication: 
I2C, SPI, UART, and others).

Jupyter Notebook / 
Python

FPGAC API

FPGA
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Explore 
OUR PRODUCTS

The STEMlab 125-14 4-Input offers 
four input channels, and also improved 

performance.

STEMlab 125-14 
4-Input

SDRlab 122-16 was developed specifically 
for software-defined radio and more 

demanding RF applications.

External Clock

SDRlab 122-16

STEMlab 125-14 is our most versatile 
and popular product, providing 

perfect value for money.

More variants available:

External ClockZynq 7020 Low Noise

X-Channel System

Low Noise OEMISO17025

STEMlab 125-14

SIGNALlab 250-12 is the most sophisticated 
Red Pitaya product, built for more demand-

ing industrial applications and research.

OEM

SIGNALlab 250-12
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Select the right kit 
FOR YOUR APPLICATION

All Red Pitaya products come in kits, with different accessories. 
Select the right kit for your project and start measuring! 

More!
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USB
Console (Micro USB)

Dual core ARM cortex A9 + FPGA

Daisy chain connector
(SATA)

Extension connector 
GPIOs

Power (Micro USB)

RF outputs 
125 MSPS 14 bit

RF inputs
125 MSPS 14 bit

Extension connector
slow analog IOs, I2C, 
SPI, UART, ext. clock

SD card with Linux OS

Ethernet
Remote access

H
W

Hardware
SPECIFICATIONS
STEMlab 125-14
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SIGNALlab 250-12

Daisy chain connector (eSATA)
2x USB

Ref. clk input

Dual core ARM cortex A9 + FPGA

Extension connector 
USB, GPIOs

Console (USB C)

RF outputs 
250 MSPS 14 bit

RF inputs
250 MSPS 12 bit

Extension connector
slow analog IOs, I2C, 
SPI, UART, ext. clock

SD card with Linux OS

Ethernet with PoE

Power jack

Trigger input



STEMlab 125-14 4-Input

SPECS
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SDRlab 122-16

USB
Console (Micro USB)

Dual core ARM cortex A9 + FPGA

Daisy chain connector
(SATA)

Extension connector 
GPIOs

Power (Micro USB)

RF inputs
125 MSPS 14 bit

Extension connector
slow analog IOs, I2C, 
SPI, UART, ext. clock

SD card with Linux OS

Ethernet
Remote access

USB
Console (Micro USB)

Dual core ARM cortex A9 + FPGA

Daisy chain connector
(SATA)

Extension connector 
GPIOs

Power (Micro USB)

RF outputs 
122.88 MSPS 14 bit

RF inputs
122.88 MSPS 16 bit

Extension connector
slow analog IOs, I2C, 
SPI, UART, ext. clock

SD card with Linux OS

Ethernet
Remote access
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STEMlab 125-14 
STEMlab 125-14 LN 
STEMlab 125-14 ext. clk STEMlab 125-14 Z7020 LN

BASIC

Processor DUAL CORE ARM CORTEX A9 DUAL CORE ARM CORTEX A9
FPGA FPGA Xilinx Zynq 7010 SOC FPGA Xilinx Zynq 7020 SOC
RAM 512 MB (4 Gb) 512 MB (4 Gb)
System memory Micro SD up to 32 GB Micro SD up to 32 GB
Console connection Micro USB Micro USB
Power connector Micro USB Micro USB
Power consumption 5 V, 2 A max 5 V, 2 A max

CONNECTIVITY

Ethernet 1 Gbit 1 Gbit
USB USB 2.0 USB 2.0
WIFI Requires WIFI dongle Requires WIFI dongle
Synchronisation Daisy chain connector (up to 500 Mbps) Daisy chain connector (up to 500 Mbps)

RF INPUTS

RF input channels 2 2
Sample rate 125 MS/s 125 MS/s
ADC resolution 14 bit 14 bit
Input impedance 1 MOhm/10 pF 1 MOhm/10 pF
Full scale voltage range ±1 V (LV) and ±20 V (HV) ±1 V (LV) and ±20 V (HV)
Input coupling DC DC
Absolute max. input voltage range 30 V 30 V
Input ESD protection Yes Yes
Overload protection Protection diodes Protection diodes
Bandwidth DC-60 MHz DC-60 MHz

RF OUTPUTS

RF output channels 2 2
Sample rate 125 MS/s 125 MS/s
DAC resolution 14 bit 14 bit
Load impedance 50 Ohm 50 Ohm
Voltage range ±1 V ±1 V
Short circuit protection Yes Yes
Connector type SMA SMA
Output slew rate 2 V / 10 ns 2 V / 10 ns
Bandwidth DC-60 MHz DC-60 MHz

EXTENSION CONNECTOR

Digital IOs 16 16
Analog inputs 4 4
Analog inputs voltage range 0-3,5 V 0-3,5 V
Sample rate 100 kS/s 100 kS/s
Resolution 12 bit 12 bit
Analog outputs 4 4
Analog outputs voltage range 0-1,8 V 0-1,8 V
Communication interfaces I2C, SPI, UART I2C, SPI, UART
Available voltages +5 V, +3,3 V, -4 V +5 V, +3,3 V, -4 V
External ADC clock Yes Yes

SYNCHRONIZATION

Trigger input Through extension connector Through extension connector
Daisy chain connection Over SATA connection (up to 500 Mbps) Over SATA connection (up to 500 Mbps)
Ref. clock input N/A N/A

Compare 
OUR PRODUCTS
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RED PITAYA

STEMlab 125-14 4-Input
SDRlab 122-16 
SDRlab 122-16 ext. clk SIGNALlab 250-12

DUAL CORE ARM CORTEX A9 DUAL CORE ARM CORTEX A9 DUAL CORE ARM CORTEX A9
FPGA Xilinx Zynq 7020 SOC FPGA Xilinx Zynq 7020 SOC FPGA Xilinx Zynq 7020 SOC
512 MB (4 Gb) 512 MB (4 Gb) 1 GB (8 Gb)
Micro SD up to 32 GB Micro SD up to 32 GB Micro SD up to 32 GB
Micro USB Micro USB USB-C
Micro USB Micro USB Power jack RJ45 (PoE version only)
5 V, 2 A max 5 V, 2 A max 24 V, 0.5 A max

1 Gbit 1 Gbit 1 Gbit
USB 2.0 USB 2.0 2x USB 2.0
requires WIFI dongle Requires WIFI dongle Requires WIFI dongle
Daisy chain connector (up to 500 Mbps) Daisy chain connector (up to 500 Mbps) Daisy chain connector (up to 500 Mbps)

4 2 2
125 MS/s 122.88 MS/s 250 MS/s
14 bit 16 bit 12 bit
1 MOhm / 10 pF 50 Ohm 1 MOhm
±1 V (LV) and ±20 V (HV) 0.5 Vpp/-2 dBm ±1 V / ±20 V (software selectable)
DC AC AC / DC (software selectable)
30 V DC max 50 V (AC-coupled) 1 Vpp for RF 30 V
Yes Yes Yes
Protection diodes DC voltage protection Protection diodes
DC - 60 MHz 300 kHz - 550 MHz DC - 60 MHz

N/A 2 2
N/A 122.88 MS/s 250 MS/s
N/A 16 bit 12 bit
N/A 50 Ohm 50 Ohm
N/A 1 Vpp/ +4 dBm ±2 V / ±10 V (Hi-Z load) (software selectable)
N/A N/A, RF transformer & AC-coupled Yes
N/A SMA BNC
N/A N/A 10 V / 17 ns
N/A 300 kHz - 60 MHz DC – 60 MHz

16 16 16
4 4 4
0-3,5 V 0-3,5 V 0-3,5 V
100 kS/s 100 kS/s 100 kS/s
12 bit 12 bit 12 bit
4 4 4
0-1,8 V 0-1,8 V 0-1,8 V
I2C, SPI, UART I2C, SPI, UART I2C, SPI, UART, USB, CAN
+5 V, +3,3 V, -4 V +5 V, +3,3 V, -4 V +5 V, +3,3 V, - 4 V
Yes Yes Yes

Through extension connector Through extension connector Through BNC connector
Over SATA connection (up to 500 Mbps) Over SATA connection (up to 500 Mbps) Over SATA connection (up to 500 Mbps)
N/A N/A Through SMA connector
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Red Pitaya's 
MULTI-CHANNEL SOLUTIONS

Nondestructive testing RADAR/LIDARPhased array antennas

Medical and industrial imaging (MRI and ultrasound systems)

Readout of scientific multi-channel detectors Multi-channel SDR receivers

Power grid monitoring that requires multi-channel 
signal acquisition or generation solutions

Applications

• Designed for applications that require multi-channel RF signal 
acquisition and generation

• Consists of multiple STEMlab 125-14 Low Noise devices
• Open-source multi-channel streaming software available 

(command line tool and Qt client app)
• Clock and trigger synchronization
• SCPI server support (Python, MATLAB, LabVIEW)

STEMlab 125-14 X-Channel System
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LU

TIO
N

S
STEMlab 125-14 4-Input

Multi-channel Data AcquisitionAutomotive Equipment

Cellular Base StationsTest Equipment

Nondestructive TestingCommunicationsMedical Imaging

Base-Station IF Receivers Software Defined Radios Diversity Receivers

Applications

• Four inputs at 125 MSPS 14 bit
• Internal/external clock selector available
• Performance improvements (less noise & crosstalk)
• Xilinx Zynq 7020 SoC

4 RF inputs
125 MSPS
14 bit

15

NEW!
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A
CA

DEM
IA

When COVID and lockdowns struck in 2020, SMU was 
one of the universities that did not sit idly but went 
into action and organized their Digital Signal Process-
ing classes to be run remotely using Red Pitaya. This 
enabled students to still have a  laboratory on their 
desk even if they were at home and not miss a beat. 
When the laboratories reopened, this enabled students 
to each work on their own piece of equipment individu-
ally which increased their productivity.

At SMU, students are introduced to signal analysis us-
ing MATLAB®, and signal acquisition/processing using 
the Red Pitaya STEMlab boards. Students are addition-
ally exposed to multiple applications of signal analysis 
and system design using MATLAB and the Red Pitaya 
STEMlab.

Prof. Michael Hirsch and his team from Boston University are 
working on a dense network of dual mission HF radars based on 
Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards: to improve iono-
spheric models, for 4-D imaging of the Earth’s atmosphere/iono-
sphere, solar storm impact detection and quantification.

Red Pitaya at the core of SMU's signal 
processing classes

Dense Network of dual-mission HF radars
based on Red Pitaya STEMlab and 
Raspberry Pi boards

Academia

Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup 

consisting of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and 

the other one to produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is fur ther 

fed to the amplifier and then to the ultrasonic transducer. Fur thermore, an ultrasonic sensor 

is required to evaluate and control the magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is 

used in combination with an amplifier and an oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish 

and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, 

which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required to perform specific ultrasonic 

experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use.

Trusted inspection systems are critical for the verification of future arms control treaties 

involving measurements on nuclear warheads or classified nuclear warhead components. 

Over the years, several research effor ts have produced a number of prototype systems 

exploring a range of different technologies and conceptual approaches to accomplish this 

task. In general, these systems rely on unique hardware and software. In order to authenticate 

inspection systems, however, it would be beneficial to use a common, intensively tested 

hardware and software toolkit—possibly even use the same platform for different measurement 

types and verification tasks. Here, we propose and examine an inspection system based on 

a par ticularly versatile single-board computer, the Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

PyRPL is a software package used for implementing feedback loops and diagnostics on Red 

Pitaya STEMlab boards. PyRPL was created by the Optomechanics and Quantum Measurements 

group at LKB and is still in active development. PyRPL creates feedback control loops by 

utilizing different modules such as PID controllers, IIR filters, and IQ quadrature modulation/

demodulation. PyRPL also allows the FPGA to function as many different laboratory instruments 

simultaneously, such as an oscilloscope, arbitrary signal generator, spectrum analyzer, and 

network analyzer. A major component of this project was using PyRPL to lock several optical 

cavities to a reference laser using different control schemes. The vast majority of data in this 

project was also digitally acquired using PyRPL.

Prof. Michael Hirsch and his team from Boston University are working on a dense network 

of dual mission HF radars based on Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards: to 

improve ionospheric models, for 4-D imaging of the Ear th’s atmosphere/ionosphere, solar 

storm impact detection and quantification.

Guided Electromagnetic Gun using Red Pitaya’s 
STEMlab

A Portable Bioimpedance Measurement System 
Based on Red Pitaya for Monitoring and Detecting 
Abnormalities in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Zavod 404, Slovenia

The Medical Device Research Institute Flinders University
Adelaide, Australia

Electromagnetic guns are simply one of the most awesome DIY projects out there. Constructing an 

electromagnetic gun is fairly simple but in order to get maximum performance, some additional work is 

needed. A team of students from Zavod 404 is building a controllable electromagnetic gun. During the 

firing stage, the position of the bullet is constantly being measured. Depending on the bullet position, an 

array of acceleration coils is driven. The bullet position and coil control is performed with the Red Pitaya 

STEMlab board. High speed acquisition and processing is necessary for an optimal control and bullet 

position measurement. The position of the bullet will be measured by a laser sensor connected to the 

STEMlab input channel. Control logic and regulation will be implemented in the FPGA to achieve minimal 

delays and maximal accuracy. The next step of this project will be a full control of the acceleration and 

the position of the bullet.

A mobile and low cost 4-terminal bioimpedance measurement system, consisting of a Red Pitaya 

board and a front-end, for understanding gastrointestinal physiology and exploring new applications for 

bioimpedance spectroscopy in gastroenterology.

Dense Network of dual-mission HF radars 
based on Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry 
Pi boards

Frequency Dependent Squeezed Light
in Optomechanical Systems

Boston University, USA

University of Colorado, USA

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

Red Pitaya STEMlab board integrated into an open 
hardware computing platform for nuclear warhead 
verification

Active Cancellation of Acoustical Resonances using 
Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Princeton University, USA

James Franck Institute and the Department of Physics 
at the University of Chicago

Trusted inspection systems are critical for the verification of future arms control treaties involving 

measurements on nuclear warheads or classified nuclear warhead components. Over the years, 

several research efforts have produced a number of prototype systems exploring a range of different 

technologies and conceptual approaches to accomplish this task. In general, these systems rely on 

unique hardware and software. In order to authenticate inspection systems, however, it would be 

beneficial to use a common, intensively tested hardware and software toolkit—possibly even use the 

same platform for different measurement types and verification tasks. Here, we propose and examine 

an inspection system based on a particularly versatile single-board computer, the Red Pitaya STEMlab 

board.

Red Pitaya’s STEMlab board is used in a novel approach to enhancing the bandwidth of a feedback-

controlled mechanical system by digitally canceling acoustical resonances (poles) and anti-resonances 

(zeros) in the open-loop response via an FPGA FIR filter. By performing a real-time convolution of the 

feedback error signal with an inverse filter, we can suppress arbitrarily many poles and zeros below 100 

kHz, each with a linewidth down to 10 Hz. We demonstrate the efficacy of this technique by canceling 

the ten largest mechanical resonances and antiresonances of a high-finesse optical resonator, thereby 

enhancing the unity gain frequency by more than an order of magnitude. This approach is applicable 

to a broad array of stabilization problems including optical resonators, external cavity diode lasers, and 

scanning tunneling microscopes, and points the way to applying modern optimal control techniques to 

intricate linear acoustical systems.

Red Pitaya STEMlab Doppler LIDAR (Light Detection 
and Ranging) velocimeter 

Dense Network of dual-mission HF radars based on 
Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards

Science Faculty of Paris, Centre scientifique d’Orsay

Boston University, USA

Let’s start with a quick explanation of the Doppler effect. We often experience it when hearing the siren 

of a moving vehicle: the tone gets higher when the vehicle is approaching. The frequency of the acoustic 

wave emitted by the siren is affected by the movement of the vehicle. This effect is not only true for 

sounds but also for optical waves: when a laser beam with the frequency f0 is reflected off a moving 

target with velocity v, its frequency is shifted of a certain quantity. This frequency shift can be measured 

and therefore a velocity v off a moving target can be calculated. In this experiment we are using the Red 

Pitaya STEMlab board and the Laser Development Kit in order to measure the custom USB fan velocity. 

Prof. Michael Hirsch and his team from Boston University are working on a dense network of dual-

mission HF radars based on Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards: to improve ionospheric 

models, for 4-D imaging of the Earth’s atmosphere/ionosphere, solar storm impact detection and 

quantification.

Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

Frequency Dependent Squeezed Light in 
Optomechanical Systems

I ndustrialisation of Cavity BPMS

University of Colorado, USA

John Adams Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK S. Syme, FMB 
Oxford, Oxford, U

PyRPL is a software package used for implementing feedback loops and diagnostics on Red Pitaya 

STEMlab boards. PyRPL was created by the Optomechanics and Quantum Measurements group at LKB 

and is still in active development. PyRPL creates feedback control loops by utilizing different modules 

such as PID controllers, IIR filters, and IQ quadrature modulation/demodulation. PyRPL also allows the 

FPGA to function as many different laboratory instruments simultaneously, such as an oscilloscope, 

arbitrary signal generator, spectrum analyzer, and network analyzer. A major component of this project 

was using PyRPL to lock several optical cavities to a reference laser using different control schemes. 

The vast majority of data in this project was also digitally acquired using PyRPL.

http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/optomecanics/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2015/10/IREU_final.pdf

The industrialisation project of a cavity beam position monitor (CBPM) has been commissioned aiming at 

providing reliable and economical CBPM systems for future Free Electron Lasers (FEL) and similar linac-

based facilities. The first prototype of a CBPM system was built at Versatile Electron Linear Accelerator 

(VELA) in Daresbury Laboratory. We report on the measurement results from the first prototype of our 

system at VELA and current developments of CBPMs, down-converter electronics and Data Acquisition 

(DAQ) system. In this project two Red Pitaya STEMlab boards are deployed as DAQ systems.

Red Pitaya STEMlab board integrated into an 
open hardware computing platform for nuclear 
warhead verification

Princeton University, USA

Red Pitaya STEMlab board integrated into an open 
hardware computing platform for nuclear warhead 
verification

Active Cancellation of Acoustical Resonances using 
Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Princeton University, USA

James Franck Institute and the Department of Physics 
at the University of Chicago

Trusted inspection systems are critical for the verification of future arms control treaties involving 

measurements on nuclear warheads or classified nuclear warhead components. Over the years, 

several research efforts have produced a number of prototype systems exploring a range of different 

technologies and conceptual approaches to accomplish this task. In general, these systems rely on 

unique hardware and software. In order to authenticate inspection systems, however, it would be 

beneficial to use a common, intensively tested hardware and software toolkit—possibly even use the 

same platform for different measurement types and verification tasks. Here, we propose and examine 

an inspection system based on a particularly versatile single-board computer, the Red Pitaya STEMlab 

board.

Red Pitaya’s STEMlab board is used in a novel approach to enhancing the bandwidth of a feedback-

controlled mechanical system by digitally canceling acoustical resonances (poles) and anti-resonances 

(zeros) in the open-loop response via an FPGA FIR filter. By performing a real-time convolution of the 

feedback error signal with an inverse filter, we can suppress arbitrarily many poles and zeros below 100 

kHz, each with a linewidth down to 10 Hz. We demonstrate the efficacy of this technique by canceling 

the ten largest mechanical resonances and antiresonances of a high-finesse optical resonator, thereby 

enhancing the unity gain frequency by more than an order of magnitude. This approach is applicable 

to a broad array of stabilization problems including optical resonators, external cavity diode lasers, and 

scanning tunneling microscopes, and points the way to applying modern optimal control techniques to 

intricate linear acoustical systems.

Red Pitaya STEMlab Doppler LIDAR (Light Detection 
and Ranging) velocimeter 

Dense Network of dual-mission HF radars based on 
Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards

Science Faculty of Paris, Centre scientifique d’Orsay

Boston University, USA

Let’s start with a quick explanation of the Doppler effect. We often experience it when hearing the siren 

of a moving vehicle: the tone gets higher when the vehicle is approaching. The frequency of the acoustic 

wave emitted by the siren is affected by the movement of the vehicle. This effect is not only true for 

sounds but also for optical waves: when a laser beam with the frequency f0 is reflected off a moving 

target with velocity v, its frequency is shifted of a certain quantity. This frequency shift can be measured 

and therefore a velocity v off a moving target can be calculated. In this experiment we are using the Red 

Pitaya STEMlab board and the Laser Development Kit in order to measure the custom USB fan velocity. 

Prof. Michael Hirsch and his team from Boston University are working on a dense network of dual-

mission HF radars based on Red Pitaya STEMlab and Raspberry Pi boards: to improve ionospheric 

models, for 4-D imaging of the Earth’s atmosphere/ionosphere, solar storm impact detection and 

quantification.

Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

Frequency Dependent Squeezed Light in 
Optomechanical Systems

I ndustrialisation of Cavity BPMS

University of Colorado, USA

John Adams Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK S. Syme, FMB 
Oxford, Oxford, U

PyRPL is a software package used for implementing feedback loops and diagnostics on Red Pitaya 

STEMlab boards. PyRPL was created by the Optomechanics and Quantum Measurements group at LKB 

and is still in active development. PyRPL creates feedback control loops by utilizing different modules 

such as PID controllers, IIR filters, and IQ quadrature modulation/demodulation. PyRPL also allows the 

FPGA to function as many different laboratory instruments simultaneously, such as an oscilloscope, 

arbitrary signal generator, spectrum analyzer, and network analyzer. A major component of this project 

was using PyRPL to lock several optical cavities to a reference laser using different control schemes. 

The vast majority of data in this project was also digitally acquired using PyRPL.

http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/optomecanics/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2015/10/IREU_final.pdf

The industrialisation project of a cavity beam position monitor (CBPM) has been commissioned aiming at 

providing reliable and economical CBPM systems for future Free Electron Lasers (FEL) and similar linac-

based facilities. The first prototype of a CBPM system was built at Versatile Electron Linear Accelerator 

(VELA) in Daresbury Laboratory. We report on the measurement results from the first prototype of our 

system at VELA and current developments of CBPMs, down-converter electronics and Data Acquisition 

(DAQ) system. In this project two Red Pitaya STEMlab boards are deployed as DAQ systems.

Academia

Boston University, USA

Southern Methodist University, USA
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JPL was looking for a core signal acquisition module 
for mass spectrometer in space application. They eval-
uated many DAQ devices from other companies and 
found STEMlab 125-14 as a best option for them since 
it comes on a small form factor offer signal generation 
as well as signal acquisition, beside that it comes with 
CPU+FPGA and open source software them makes it 
possible for them to run their complete application on 
this board. 

Once they made their prototype work they were very 
satisfied with STEMlab performance and measure-
ments and they decided they would like to integrate it 
into their final product.

The UK company Silicon Microgravity (SMG) – a designer and 
producer of advanced sensors and accelerometers with propri-
etary MEMS resonant technology for navigation, gravimetry sur-
vey and high-speed accelerometers, tilt sensors and gyroscopes 
– has provided many valuable insights arising from their appli-
cations where they need to validate digital signal processing al-
gorithms before they are deployed in the final electronics, and 
where Red Pitaya boards help in the development of digital hard-
ware by using the hardware capabilities of the units’ FPGA Zync.

SMG runs a lot of tests for their MEMS in different setups, where 
reprogrammable units are a major requirement to eliminate the 
need for redesigning or creating additional custom hardware. For 
this reason they use the SDRlab 122-16 and the STEMlab 125-14 
Z7020 Low-Noise boards, because of their high-resolution sam-
pling and effectiveness in terms of internal development and ex-
perimentation, specifications that are perfectly in line with the 
company’s requirements.

Red Pitaya for space applications

Red Pitaya boards used for development of digital 
hardware

Industry

Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

The objective of this project was to gain more knowledge about the propagation of 

radio waves in the ionosphere at Antarctic latitudes and at frequencies between 100 

kHz and 50 MHz. This was achieved by using transmitting and receiving beacon 

signals from about 1000 ham radio stations spread over the globe. The project was 

scheduled to last for at least one year with request to extend it over a full sun spot 

cycle of 11 years until 2030. The project is sponsored by the two prime investigating 

institutions as well as by DARC (German Amateur Radio Club) and suppor ted by several 

highly dedicated private persons. When star ting the project in January 2018, the first 

objectives were to install a receiver station at the station’s air chemistry laboratory 

SpuSo with specially designed antennas and a transmitter station with a conventional 

ver tical antenna on the roof of the Neumayer Station III.

JPL was looking for a core signal acquisition module for mass spectrometer in space 

application. They evaluated many DAQ devices from other companies and found STEMlab 

125-14 as a best option for them since it comes on a small form factor offer signal generation 

as well as signal acquisition, beside that it comes with CPU+FPGA and open source 

software them makes it possible for them to run their complete application on this board. 

One they made they prototype working they were very satisfied with STEMlab performance 

and measurements and they decided they would like to integrate it into their final product.

With the ever rising demands of small satellite missions the traditional point to point 

communication protocols such as AX.25 reach their limits and novel more effcient 

radio systems like Red Pitaya’s STEMlab  new possibilities arise, since they offer 

a simple way to test, develop and employ such novel protocols. The paper in hand 

radio based ground station system. The setup of a simple testbed is presented and 

the implementation of these protocols is described

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. 

Program radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of 

data from marine radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with 

a two-dimensional spatial

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains 

information of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is 

implemented in “C” code, but user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming 

language can be called at pre-defined steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview 

of the basic considerations of setting up and running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers 

are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. As such, they can play an impor tant 

role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems and their key components.

Guided Electromagnetic Gun using Red Pitaya’s 
STEMlab

A Portable Bioimpedance Measurement System 
Based on Red Pitaya for Monitoring and Detecting 
Abnormalities in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Zavod 404, Slovenia

The Medical Device Research Institute Flinders University
Adelaide, Australia

Electromagnetic guns are simply one of the most awesome DIY projects out there. Constructing an 

electromagnetic gun is fairly simple but in order to get maximum performance, some additional work is 

needed. A team of students from Zavod 404 is building a controllable electromagnetic gun. During the 

firing stage, the position of the bullet is constantly being measured. Depending on the bullet position, an 

array of acceleration coils is driven. The bullet position and coil control is performed with the Red Pitaya 

STEMlab board. High speed acquisition and processing is necessary for an optimal control and bullet 

position measurement. The position of the bullet will be measured by a laser sensor connected to the 

STEMlab input channel. Control logic and regulation will be implemented in the FPGA to achieve minimal 

delays and maximal accuracy. The next step of this project will be a full control of the acceleration and 

the position of the bullet.

A mobile and low cost 4-terminal bioimpedance measurement system, consisting of a Red Pitaya 

board and a front-end, for understanding gastrointestinal physiology and exploring new applications for 

bioimpedance spectroscopy in gastroenterology.

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed 
radar in radR project

SDR-based ground station

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

Red Pitaya for evaluation of southern 
hemisphere radio propagation

M. Har tje (HS Bremen), U. Walter (TU München)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320165014_Advances_in_Modulation_and_Communication
_Protocolsfor_Small_Satellite_Ground_Stations

Measuring the electrical impedance of the piezo 
transducer using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed radar in 
radR project

Division of Biomedical Physics, Medical University Innsbruck, 
Austria, Division of Cancer Research, School of Medicine, University 
of Dundee, Dundee, UK

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

As an electrical signal source and for measuring the electrical impedance of the transducer we use a 

Red Pitaya STEMlab device. It offers two analog outputs and inputs, digitally sampled at 125 MHz rate. 

Both output channels are summed and amplified by a power amplifier (ADA4870 from Analog Devices 

on evaluation board, RS 836-8714), to which the transducer is connected by a pair of 20 cm long 

wires. The voltage at the power amplifier output and across a 10 Ω shunt resistor (in series with the 

amplifier output) is fed back to the analog inputs of the Red Pitaya device, providing information about 

the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. Program 

radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of data from marine 

radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with a two-dimensional spatial 

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains information 

of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is implemented in “C” code, but 

user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming language can be called at pre-defined 

steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview of the basic considerations of setting up and 

running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. 

As such, they can play an important role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems 

and their key components.

https://radr-project.org/03_-_Current_Fea-
tures_and_Plug-ins/Red_Pitaya_-_prelimi-
nary_work

https://github.com/jbrzusto/digdar/tree/digdar/
Applications

Measuring the electrical impedance of the piezo 
transducer using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed radar in 
radR project

Division of Biomedical Physics, Medical University Innsbruck, 
Austria, Division of Cancer Research, School of Medicine, University 
of Dundee, Dundee, UK

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

As an electrical signal source and for measuring the electrical impedance of the transducer we use a 

Red Pitaya STEMlab device. It offers two analog outputs and inputs, digitally sampled at 125 MHz rate. 

Both output channels are summed and amplified by a power amplifier (ADA4870 from Analog Devices 

on evaluation board, RS 836-8714), to which the transducer is connected by a pair of 20 cm long 

wires. The voltage at the power amplifier output and across a 10 Ω shunt resistor (in series with the 

amplifier output) is fed back to the analog inputs of the Red Pitaya device, providing information about 

the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. Program 

radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of data from marine 

radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with a two-dimensional spatial 

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains information 

of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is implemented in “C” code, but 

user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming language can be called at pre-defined 

steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview of the basic considerations of setting up and 

running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. 

As such, they can play an important role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems 

and their key components.

https://radr-project.org/03_-_Current_Fea-
tures_and_Plug-ins/Red_Pitaya_-_prelimi-
nary_work

https://github.com/jbrzusto/digdar/tree/digdar/
Applications
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Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

The objective of this project was to gain more knowledge about the propagation of 

radio waves in the ionosphere at Antarctic latitudes and at frequencies between 100 

kHz and 50 MHz. This was achieved by using transmitting and receiving beacon 

signals from about 1000 ham radio stations spread over the globe. The project was 

scheduled to last for at least one year with request to extend it over a full sun spot 

cycle of 11 years until 2030. The project is sponsored by the two prime investigating 

institutions as well as by DARC (German Amateur Radio Club) and suppor ted by several 

highly dedicated private persons. When star ting the project in January 2018, the first 

objectives were to install a receiver station at the station’s air chemistry laboratory 

SpuSo with specially designed antennas and a transmitter station with a conventional 

ver tical antenna on the roof of the Neumayer Station III.

JPL was looking for a core signal acquisition module for mass spectrometer in space 

application. They evaluated many DAQ devices from other companies and found STEMlab 

125-14 as a best option for them since it comes on a small form factor offer signal generation 

as well as signal acquisition, beside that it comes with CPU+FPGA and open source 

software them makes it possible for them to run their complete application on this board. 

One they made they prototype working they were very satisfied with STEMlab performance 

and measurements and they decided they would like to integrate it into their final product.

With the ever rising demands of small satellite missions the traditional point to point 

communication protocols such as AX.25 reach their limits and novel more effcient 

radio systems like Red Pitaya’s STEMlab  new possibilities arise, since they offer 

a simple way to test, develop and employ such novel protocols. The paper in hand 

radio based ground station system. The setup of a simple testbed is presented and 

the implementation of these protocols is described

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. 

Program radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of 

data from marine radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with 

a two-dimensional spatial

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains 

information of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is 

implemented in “C” code, but user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming 

language can be called at pre-defined steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview 

of the basic considerations of setting up and running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers 

are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. As such, they can play an impor tant 

role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems and their key components.

Guided Electromagnetic Gun using Red Pitaya’s 
STEMlab

A Portable Bioimpedance Measurement System 
Based on Red Pitaya for Monitoring and Detecting 
Abnormalities in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Zavod 404, Slovenia

The Medical Device Research Institute Flinders University
Adelaide, Australia

Electromagnetic guns are simply one of the most awesome DIY projects out there. Constructing an 

electromagnetic gun is fairly simple but in order to get maximum performance, some additional work is 

needed. A team of students from Zavod 404 is building a controllable electromagnetic gun. During the 

firing stage, the position of the bullet is constantly being measured. Depending on the bullet position, an 

array of acceleration coils is driven. The bullet position and coil control is performed with the Red Pitaya 

STEMlab board. High speed acquisition and processing is necessary for an optimal control and bullet 

position measurement. The position of the bullet will be measured by a laser sensor connected to the 

STEMlab input channel. Control logic and regulation will be implemented in the FPGA to achieve minimal 

delays and maximal accuracy. The next step of this project will be a full control of the acceleration and 

the position of the bullet.

A mobile and low cost 4-terminal bioimpedance measurement system, consisting of a Red Pitaya 

board and a front-end, for understanding gastrointestinal physiology and exploring new applications for 

bioimpedance spectroscopy in gastroenterology.

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed 
radar in radR project

SDR-based ground station

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

Red Pitaya for evaluation of southern 
hemisphere radio propagation

M. Har tje (HS Bremen), U. Walter (TU München)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320165014_Advances_in_Modulation_and_Communication
_Protocolsfor_Small_Satellite_Ground_Stations

Measuring the electrical impedance of the piezo 
transducer using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed radar in 
radR project

Division of Biomedical Physics, Medical University Innsbruck, 
Austria, Division of Cancer Research, School of Medicine, University 
of Dundee, Dundee, UK

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

As an electrical signal source and for measuring the electrical impedance of the transducer we use a 

Red Pitaya STEMlab device. It offers two analog outputs and inputs, digitally sampled at 125 MHz rate. 

Both output channels are summed and amplified by a power amplifier (ADA4870 from Analog Devices 

on evaluation board, RS 836-8714), to which the transducer is connected by a pair of 20 cm long 

wires. The voltage at the power amplifier output and across a 10 Ω shunt resistor (in series with the 

amplifier output) is fed back to the analog inputs of the Red Pitaya device, providing information about 

the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. Program 

radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of data from marine 

radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with a two-dimensional spatial 

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains information 

of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is implemented in “C” code, but 

user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming language can be called at pre-defined 

steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview of the basic considerations of setting up and 

running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. 

As such, they can play an important role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems 

and their key components.

https://radr-project.org/03_-_Current_Fea-
tures_and_Plug-ins/Red_Pitaya_-_prelimi-
nary_work

https://github.com/jbrzusto/digdar/tree/digdar/
Applications

Measuring the electrical impedance of the piezo 
transducer using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Red Pitaya STEMlab as a digitizer for pulsed radar in 
radR project

Division of Biomedical Physics, Medical University Innsbruck, 
Austria, Division of Cancer Research, School of Medicine, University 
of Dundee, Dundee, UK

John Brzustowski, Acadia University,Wolfville, Canada

As an electrical signal source and for measuring the electrical impedance of the transducer we use a 

Red Pitaya STEMlab device. It offers two analog outputs and inputs, digitally sampled at 125 MHz rate. 

Both output channels are summed and amplified by a power amplifier (ADA4870 from Analog Devices 

on evaluation board, RS 836-8714), to which the transducer is connected by a pair of 20 cm long 

wires. The voltage at the power amplifier output and across a 10 Ω shunt resistor (in series with the 

amplifier output) is fed back to the analog inputs of the Red Pitaya device, providing information about 

the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. Program 

radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of data from marine 

radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with a two-dimensional spatial 

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains information 

of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is implemented in “C” code, but 

user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming language can be called at pre-defined 

steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview of the basic considerations of setting up and 

running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. 

As such, they can play an important role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems 

and their key components.

https://radr-project.org/03_-_Current_Fea-
tures_and_Plug-ins/Red_Pitaya_-_prelimi-
nary_work

https://github.com/jbrzusto/digdar/tree/digdar/
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The objective of this project was to gain more knowl-
edge about the propagation of radio waves in the 
ionosphere at Antarctic latitudes and at frequencies 
between 100 kHz and 50 MHz. This was achieved by 
using transmitting and receiving beacon signals from 
about 1000 ham radio stations spread over the globe. 
The project was scheduled to last for at least one year 
with request to extend it over a full sun spot cycle of 11 
years until 2030. 

The project is sponsored by the two prime investigat-
ing institutions as well as by DARC (German Amateur 
Radio Club) and supported by several highly dedicated 
private persons. When starting the project in January 
2018, the first objectives were to install a receiver sta-
tion at the station’s air chemistry laboratory SpuSo with 
specially designed antennas and a transmitter station 
with a conventional vertical antenna on the roof of the 
Neumayer Station III.

Red Pitaya for evaluation of southern 
hemisphere radio propagation

Radio amateurs

M. Hartje (HS Bremen), U. Walter (TU München)Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

The objective of this project was to gain more knowledge about the propagation of 

radio waves in the ionosphere at Antarctic latitudes and at frequencies between 100 

kHz and 50 MHz. This was achieved by using transmitting and receiving beacon 

signals from about 1000 ham radio stations spread over the globe. The project was 

scheduled to last for at least one year with request to extend it over a full sun spot 

cycle of 11 years until 2030. The project is sponsored by the two prime investigating 

institutions as well as by DARC (German Amateur Radio Club) and suppor ted by several 

highly dedicated private persons. When star ting the project in January 2018, the first 

objectives were to install a receiver station at the station’s air chemistry laboratory 

SpuSo with specially designed antennas and a transmitter station with a conventional 

ver tical antenna on the roof of the Neumayer Station III.

JPL was looking for a core signal acquisition module for mass spectrometer in space 

application. They evaluated many DAQ devices from other companies and found STEMlab 

125-14 as a best option for them since it comes on a small form factor offer signal generation 

as well as signal acquisition, beside that it comes with CPU+FPGA and open source 

software them makes it possible for them to run their complete application on this board. 

One they made they prototype working they were very satisfied with STEMlab performance 

and measurements and they decided they would like to integrate it into their final product.

With the ever rising demands of small satellite missions the traditional point to point 

communication protocols such as AX.25 reach their limits and novel more effcient 

radio systems like Red Pitaya’s STEMlab  new possibilities arise, since they offer 

a simple way to test, develop and employ such novel protocols. The paper in hand 

radio based ground station system. The setup of a simple testbed is presented and 

the implementation of these protocols is described

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. 

Program radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of 

data from marine radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with 

a two-dimensional spatial

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains 

information of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is 

implemented in “C” code, but user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming 

language can be called at pre-defined steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview 

of the basic considerations of setting up and running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers 

are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. As such, they can play an impor tant 

role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems and their key components.

Guided Electromagnetic Gun using Red Pitaya’s 
STEMlab

A Portable Bioimpedance Measurement System 
Based on Red Pitaya for Monitoring and Detecting 
Abnormalities in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Zavod 404, Slovenia

The Medical Device Research Institute Flinders University
Adelaide, Australia

Electromagnetic guns are simply one of the most awesome DIY projects out there. Constructing an 

electromagnetic gun is fairly simple but in order to get maximum performance, some additional work is 

needed. A team of students from Zavod 404 is building a controllable electromagnetic gun. During the 

firing stage, the position of the bullet is constantly being measured. Depending on the bullet position, an 

array of acceleration coils is driven. The bullet position and coil control is performed with the Red Pitaya 

STEMlab board. High speed acquisition and processing is necessary for an optimal control and bullet 

position measurement. The position of the bullet will be measured by a laser sensor connected to the 

STEMlab input channel. Control logic and regulation will be implemented in the FPGA to achieve minimal 

delays and maximal accuracy. The next step of this project will be a full control of the acceleration and 

the position of the bullet.

A mobile and low cost 4-terminal bioimpedance measurement system, consisting of a Red Pitaya 

board and a front-end, for understanding gastrointestinal physiology and exploring new applications for 

bioimpedance spectroscopy in gastroenterology.
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As an electrical signal source and for measuring the electrical impedance of the transducer we use a 

Red Pitaya STEMlab device. It offers two analog outputs and inputs, digitally sampled at 125 MHz rate. 

Both output channels are summed and amplified by a power amplifier (ADA4870 from Analog Devices 

on evaluation board, RS 836-8714), to which the transducer is connected by a pair of 20 cm long 

wires. The voltage at the power amplifier output and across a 10 Ω shunt resistor (in series with the 

amplifier output) is fed back to the analog inputs of the Red Pitaya device, providing information about 

the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. Program 

radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of data from marine 

radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with a two-dimensional spatial 

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains information 

of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is implemented in “C” code, but 

user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming language can be called at pre-defined 

steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview of the basic considerations of setting up and 

running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. 

As such, they can play an important role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems 

and their key components.

https://radr-project.org/03_-_Current_Fea-
tures_and_Plug-ins/Red_Pitaya_-_prelimi-
nary_work

https://github.com/jbrzusto/digdar/tree/digdar/
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Generating ultrasonic power pulses for cell 
stimulation using Red Pitaya STEMlab board

Measuring mechanical resonance of ball bearing 
using Red Pitaya STEMlab board.

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, USA

For the generation of specific shapes of ultrasound pulses researchers usually use a setup consisting 

of two signal generators (one for switching on and off the train of US pulses and the other one to 

produce the sinusoidal signal of suitable frequency). This signal is further fed to the amplifier and then 

to the ultrasonic transducer. Furthermore, an ultrasonic sensor is required to evaluate and control the 

magnitude of the ultrasound. Usually a hydrophone is used in combination with an amplifier and an 

oscilloscope. This setup is complex to establish and difficult to use. Therefore, the goal was to develop a 

device based on Red Pitaya STEMlab, which would be capable of providing appropriate signals required 

to perform specific ultrasonic experiments in a single apparatus and as such easy to use. 

http://2016.igem.org/Team:Slovenia/Hardware

The Red Pitaya STEMlab board and an additional customized front end were used in the ball bearing 

mechanical resonance characterization. The ball bearing is placed between two piezo transducers 

controlled by the Red Pitaya STEMlab board. The ball bearing was excitated with a piezo transducer 

connected to the STEMlab output channel. The frequency response is measured with the second piezo 

transducer connected to the STEMlab input channel. In this setup a frequency sweep is performed 

where the mechanical resonance response of the ball bearing was measured.

The objective of this project was to gain more knowledge about the propagation of 

radio waves in the ionosphere at Antarctic latitudes and at frequencies between 100 

kHz and 50 MHz. This was achieved by using transmitting and receiving beacon 

signals from about 1000 ham radio stations spread over the globe. The project was 

scheduled to last for at least one year with request to extend it over a full sun spot 

cycle of 11 years until 2030. The project is sponsored by the two prime investigating 

institutions as well as by DARC (German Amateur Radio Club) and suppor ted by several 

highly dedicated private persons. When star ting the project in January 2018, the first 

objectives were to install a receiver station at the station’s air chemistry laboratory 

SpuSo with specially designed antennas and a transmitter station with a conventional 

ver tical antenna on the roof of the Neumayer Station III.

JPL was looking for a core signal acquisition module for mass spectrometer in space 

application. They evaluated many DAQ devices from other companies and found STEMlab 

125-14 as a best option for them since it comes on a small form factor offer signal generation 

as well as signal acquisition, beside that it comes with CPU+FPGA and open source 

software them makes it possible for them to run their complete application on this board. 

One they made they prototype working they were very satisfied with STEMlab performance 

and measurements and they decided they would like to integrate it into their final product.

With the ever rising demands of small satellite missions the traditional point to point 

communication protocols such as AX.25 reach their limits and novel more effcient 

radio systems like Red Pitaya’s STEMlab  new possibilities arise, since they offer 

a simple way to test, develop and employ such novel protocols. The paper in hand 

radio based ground station system. The setup of a simple testbed is presented and 

the implementation of these protocols is described

Red Pitays STEMlab board is adapted to work as a digitizer for pulsed radar in radR project. 

Program radR is an open source software tool for the acquisition, storage and analysis of 

data from marine radars operating in surveillance mode. radR takes time series data with 

a two-dimensional spatial

component as input from some source (typically a radar digitizer) and extracts and retains 

information of biological relevance (i.e. moving targets). Low-level data processing is 

implemented in “C” code, but user-defined functions written in the “R” statistical programming 

language can be called at pre-defined steps in the calculations. We also provide an overview 

of the basic considerations of setting up and running a biological radar study. Radar digitizers 

are ideal tools for capturing and creating radar signals. As such, they can play an impor tant 

role in the development, testing and operation of radar systems and their key components.

Guided Electromagnetic Gun using Red Pitaya’s 
STEMlab

A Portable Bioimpedance Measurement System 
Based on Red Pitaya for Monitoring and Detecting 
Abnormalities in the Gastrointestinal Tract

Zavod 404, Slovenia

The Medical Device Research Institute Flinders University
Adelaide, Australia

Electromagnetic guns are simply one of the most awesome DIY projects out there. Constructing an 

electromagnetic gun is fairly simple but in order to get maximum performance, some additional work is 

needed. A team of students from Zavod 404 is building a controllable electromagnetic gun. During the 

firing stage, the position of the bullet is constantly being measured. Depending on the bullet position, an 

array of acceleration coils is driven. The bullet position and coil control is performed with the Red Pitaya 

STEMlab board. High speed acquisition and processing is necessary for an optimal control and bullet 

position measurement. The position of the bullet will be measured by a laser sensor connected to the 

STEMlab input channel. Control logic and regulation will be implemented in the FPGA to achieve minimal 

delays and maximal accuracy. The next step of this project will be a full control of the acceleration and 

the position of the bullet.

A mobile and low cost 4-terminal bioimpedance measurement system, consisting of a Red Pitaya 

board and a front-end, for understanding gastrointestinal physiology and exploring new applications for 

bioimpedance spectroscopy in gastroenterology.
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the (complex) electrical impedance of the transducer (including the contribution of the wires). Signal 

generation, data acquisition and subsequent analysis is controlled by a custom Python program, running 

on the embedded processor of the Red Pitaya device under a Debian Linux operating system. This setup 

provides a versatile and powerful solution for signal generation and impedance measurement at low 

cost (approx. € 300).
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and their key components.
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With the ever rising demands of small satellite missions the tra-
ditional point to point communication protocols such as AX.25 
reach their limits and novel more effcient ones are needed. At 
the same time with the availability of low cost software defined 
radio systems like Red Pitaya’s STEMlab new possibilities arise, 
since they offer a simple way to test, develop and employ such 
novel protocols. 

This project presents first steps for implementing and testing 
these protocols in a software defined radio based ground station 
system. The setup of a simple testbed is presented and the im-
plementation of these protocols is described.
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The experiment has shown that ultralow dissipation in 
room-temperature environments can be achieved via a 
simulation-based optimization approach for the design 
of a spiderweb-shaped nanomechanical resonator, 
enabling high-Qm devices with smaller aspect ratios 
compared to previous designs, which makes it easier, 
cheaper and faster to manufacture them. 

This can only strengthen the belief that affordable 
quantum technology is waiting just around the corner, 
and obviously, the ever more affordable and reliable 
Red Pitaya units will be there to help out wherever pos-
sible.

Quantum nanomechanical resonators, 
inspired by spiderwebs

Research

Delft university of Technology

A new way to data acquisition in nuclear fusion

When thinking of nuclear fusion experiments, you don’t immedi-
ately expect to find pocket-sized components in charge of data 
acquisition and monitoring. And yet, the ITER Neutral Beam Test 
Facility, located in Padova (Italy), discovered the added value Red 
Pitaya STEMlab boards could bring to their SPIDER experiment.
Relatively small-sized components like Red Pitaya make it pos-
sible to embed these systems close to the sensors, which can 
lead to a solution that integrates several different diagnostics 
systems into a single unsupervised model. The innate flexibility 
of SoC boards, capable of embedding full OS such as GNU Linux, 
combined with their small size, automatically brings these com-
ponents into the picture, and the Red Pitaya units are textbook 
examples of compact, highly flexible FPGAs.

Consorzio RFX (Padova, Italy) & 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
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Nominations & 
AWARDS

We are especially proud of winning the Academic Support Award at 
The Electronic Industry Awards 2022!
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Six reasons to  
BUY RED PITAYA

1 Red Pitaya is a very powerful and precise multifunctional measurement tool that can 
replace a set of lab instruments and save space.

Replace bulky instruments & save space

3
All Red Pitaya products come with Xilinx Zynq SoC that combines FPGA and CPU, pro-
viding a great combination of real-time processing and CPU flexibility.

Uses the latest real-time signal 
processing technologies

5 Red Pitaya replaces test and measurement instruments and can be controlled by 
LabVIEW, MATLAB, and Python, or programmed to meet your own needs.

Versatility

2 Red Pitaya devices come with open-source software and can be programmed to meet 
your own needs, providing full control over the device and its features.

Offers flexibility

4 Red Pitaya products require no licenses or hidden fees, significantly reducing your 
testing and prototyping costs.

Reduces your testing tool costs

6 All Red Pitaya products are IoT devices that can perform remote and distributed 
measurements, and provide real-time data.

Control or measure remotely
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Join our vibrant 
COMMUNITY!

www.redpitaya.com
sales@redpitaya.com


